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I
t o d a y ’s  m a r k e t ,  w i t h  m o r e 
consumers demanding top-notch 
service and complaining all over 
social media if they don’t get it, it’s 
more important than ever before 

that every repair is done according to the 
OEM guidelines. That’s why I really don’t 
understand why some insurers would 
still try to get customers to go to the 
lower-performing shops. I’ve had some 

of our customers tell us that their insurer 
told them that “they don’t use that shop” 
and “if you take it to that shop we won’t 
warranty the repair.” 

I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again: 
so what? You don’t need to provide a 
warranty. We do that! We stand by our 
work and always have. It’s a common 
practice for good shops. 

You may have heard that some shops 
in the US got together and sued a bunch 
of insurance companies over stuff like 
this. So far they haven’t had much success 
in convincing the judges that have heard 
those cases, but I can tell you this much. 
They’re getting those issues out into the 
public eye. I think that might be more 
effective in the end. 

The publ ic  doesn’t  rea l ly  know 
anything about this. They don’t know 
that there are adjusters out there who 
will bully customers into going to “Fred 
in the shed” instead of a quality body 
shop. If they did, and understood why 
their favourite car company insists on 
having things done properly, they’d 
scream until they were blue in the face. 

This isn’t just about money. It isn’t 
just about fairness. Both of those things 
are important, especially if you don’t 

have them, but this goes way beyond 
that. Insurers need to stop telling their 
customers to take their cars to shops that 
don’t or can’t do the right repairs. 

I know most insurers don’t do this. 
I’ll say that again: most of them don’t. 
Some do, though. That’s the problem, 
right there. It’s not the ones that don’t. 
It’s the ones that do. Most guys you meet 
walking down the street late at night 

won’t bust your head and take your 
wallet, either. It’s the one who will that’s 
the problem. 

One of the keys to successful free 
enterprise is a level playing field. “Fred 
in the shed” tilts the field in his direction 
by not upgrading his equipment and 
not training his techs. You and I can’t 
tilt it back on our own. We need our 
insurance partners—all of our insurance 
partners—to level it out again by not 
sending “Fred” and his crew work.

I know most insurers are already 
onboard with this. I know. How do we 
get those holdouts to come into the 21st 
century too? Do we need to launch a 
class action lawsuit, like in the US?

That’s going to catch everyone in the 
same net, the good and the bad. The 
situation here isn’t like it is in the US. 
There’s more of a sense of cooperation 
here, so maybe we need a different 
solution. I’ll tell you one thing, though: it 
would get the story out to the public. CRM
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